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Abstract
This paper investigates the link between exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and the macroeconomy. Using a
nonlinear approach, we find that the one-month T-bill rate, default risk premium, change in the money supply,
growth of industrial production, and dividend yield have predictive power with regards to the return on ETFs.
Moreover, the predictive power of these macro variables depends both on the underlying volatility state as well
as the focus of the ETF. Additionally, our evidence suggests that ETFs have asymmetric risk exposure across
expansion and recession states.
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1. Introduction
Exchange-traded funds, or ETFs, are investment instruments that trade like stocks on a stock exchange. Over the
past decade they have gained increasing popularity due to the fact they offer investors a number of benefits such
as lower costs, trading flexibility, tax efficiency, transparency, and exposure to a variety of markets. Although
ETFs are currently a sought-after instrument for investors, they do not receive enough attention from academia.
In particular, there are few studies that focus on how changes in the macroeconomy impact the performance of
ETFs. In this study, we examine the time variation of ETF performance using a two-regime Markov-switching
model incorporating time varying regime-switching probabilities. This framework is helpful in that it allows for
the intercept, coefficients, and residual volatility to change with our state variable in a latent approach. Empirical
results suggest that when there are high conditional volatilities, the performance of ETFs is more sensitive to
changes in the factors that have predictive power of future economic conditions and that ETFs have asymmetric
risk exposure across expansion and recession states.
The remainder of this study is structured as follow. Section 2 reviews past literature. Section 3 examines our
basic econometric framework. Section 4 looks at data and variables used for the paper and Section 5 presents the
model specifications and empirical results. The last section concludes the study and makes suggestions for future
research.
2. Past Literature and Motivation
Although there is a growing body of literature on ETFs, most studies tend to focus on pricing (Ackert and Tian,
2008; Engle and Sarkar, 2002; Lin, Chan, and Hsu, 2006; Jares and Lavin, 2004), market efficiency and
overreaction (Madura and Richie, 2004; Cherry, 2004), tax efficiency (Poterba and Shoven, 2002), or
performance and trading characteristics (Dellva, 2001; Kostovetsky, 2003; Gallagher and Segara, 2005). Rarely
are there studies looking at the link between the returns of ETFs and the state of economy. This is somewhat
surprising since the performance of ETFs has been greatly impacted both by the 2000 Dot-com Bubble and the
2008 Financial Crisis. It is these recent changes to the economy that motivate us to study whether variables
related to the macroeconomy can predict the performance of ETFs. Therefore, our study can be said to
differentiate from past literature in that it is the first to focus on the variations of the predictive power macro
variables have on the performance of ETFs across expansions and recessions. To capture different aspects of the
underlying economy, the following variables are chosen: the one-month T-bill rate, default risk premium, change
in the money supply, growth of industrial production, and dividend yield. Since changes in the underlying
economic conditions may have different impacts on ETFs with different focuses we therefore study the
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following five representative groups of ETFs: finance, health, real estate, technology, and utilities. This allows
us to extract different reactions to changes in the economy from ETFs with different foci.
Our goal is to develop a nonlinear model that investigates the relation between the previously listed macro
factors and the performance of ETFs. By incorporating the one-month T-bill rate into the regime switching
probabilities, we are able to extract the cyclical variations in the predictive power of these macro variables. Our
work mostly follows Gulen, Xing, and Zhang (2011) (Note 1) Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2000) (Note 2).
Our results indicate that the one-month T-bill rate, default risk premium, change in the money supply, growth of
industrial production, and dividend yield have predictive power for the return on exchange-traded funds. The
predictive power of these macro variables depends both on the underlying volatility state and the focus of the
ETF. Additionally, our evidence suggests that ETFs have asymmetric risk exposure across expansion and
recession states.
3. General Framework
A potentially useful approach to modeling nonlinearities in time series is to assume different behavior in
different regimes. If the dates in which the regime switches have taken place are known, then modeling can be
estimated simply by using dummy variables. However, since the prevailing regime is not always directly
observable a Markov-switching framework is preferable. It is a latent state approach that does not require the
conditioning on predefined state indicators. The state transition probability obtained through this estimation
reveals valuable information regarding the movements of changes in the conditional distribution of the ETFs
returns. Following Gulen, Xing and Zhang (2011) and Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2000), we adopt the
following econometric framework.
Let rt denote ETF excess return in month t (in excess of one month T-bill rate) and
denote a set of
conditioning factors used to explain the excess return rt . The regime-switching specification follows a
generalized framework and allows the intercept, coefficients, and variance to depend on a latent state
variable , :

rt   St   S' t X t   t

with

 t ~ N (0,  S2 ),
t

1

. We allow the parameters to
in which
0, ) is normally distributed with zero mean and a variance of
differ across two states. This methodology allows for the interpretation of the nature of the state from the data
without presumption or restrictions. The regression coefficients and variance are either
, ,
or , ,
, depending on the state.
Next, we specify the state transition probabilities as following:
pt  P ( St  1| St 1  1, Yt 1 )  p (Yt 1 )

 2

1  pt  P ( St  2 | St 1  1, Yt 1 )  1  p (Yt 1 )

 3

qt  P ( St  2 | St 1  2, Yt 1 )  q (Yt 1 )

 4

1  qt  P ( St  1| St 1  2, Yt 1 )  1  q (Yt 1 )

 5

in which
is a vector of variables containing information that is available to public at t-1 and affects the
regime-switching probabilities between t-1and t. Traditional formulations of Markov-switching models generally
make assumptions that there are constant state transition probabilities. However, recent literature suggests that
the these transition probabilities are time varying and are based on prior information such as interest rates (Gray,
(1996), and Gulen et al, (2004)) or some other macro factors variables. By incorporating time-varying transition
probabilities, one is able to observe important economic behavior that may be neglected by assuming transition
probabilities are constant
We obtain these parameters from the model through MLE (Note 3), with some assumptions made regarding the
conditional density function of the innovation εt εt ~N 0,σ2St . The vector of parameters joining the likelihood

function from the sample data is represented by  . Assume that the density of the of the innovations,  t that
conditional on state j, f (rt | St  j, X t ; ) , is Gaussian:
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   r     ' X 2 
1
t
j
j t

exp 
f (rt | t 1 , St  j, X t ; ) 


2 j
2 j



 6

for j=1,2, Ω

,
,
, and also their lagged value. We assume that the
denotes the information set
,
and
is constant within every state, but allow for these coefficients varying between
relationship between,
the states. Therefore, our log-likelihood function is given by:
T

L  rt | t 1 ;    log   rt | t 1;  ,

7

t 1

where the density,

|Ω

, is calculated as the sum of the probability-weighted state densities, f   

;

across two potential states:
2

  rt | t 1 ;    f  rt | t 1 , St  j; P  St  j | t 1 ;  ,

 8

j 1

|Ω ;
is the conditional probability of state j at time t given information at time t  1 .
and
The conditional transition probabilities reflect the investors’ beliefs of the following period being the high
volatility state.
We then obtain the conditional state probabilities recursively based on the total probability theorem:
2

P  St  i | t 1 ;    P  St  i | St 1  j , t 1 ;  P  St 1  j | t 1 ;  ,

9

j 1

Then, using Bayes’ rule, we obtain the conditional state probabilities as following:

P  St 1  j | t 1 ;   P( St 1  j | rt 1 , X t 1 , Yt 1 , t  2 ; )


f  rt 1 | St 1  j , X t 1 , Yt 1 , t  2 ;  P  St 1  j | X t 1 , Yt 1 , t  2 ; 
2


j 1

f  rt 1 | St 1  j , X t 1 , Yt 1 , t  2 ;  P  St 1  j | X t 1 , Yt 1 , t  2 ; 

.

10 

We then iterate the last two equations recursively to obtain the state transition probabilities and derive the
parameter estimates of the likelihood function. Therefore, the variation in the distribution of excess returns
conditional on the included regressors drives the inferred state probabilities.
4. Data
The return data for the exchange-traded funds spans from January 2001 to December 2010 covering ETFs with
an investment focus on the financial industry, the health industry, real estate industry, technology industry, and
utility industry. We then create five equally weighted portfolios containing all the ETFs with the same
investment focus. To be included in our sample, the ETFs have to satisfy the following criterion: (1) listed on
NYSE Arca, (2) have at least two years of data and (3) have an investment focus from one of the five previously
listed industries. The data is collected from the Yahoo Finance ETF Center (Note 4).
Table 1. Summary Statistics
Mean
Median
Standard Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Kurtosis
Skewness

Finance ETFs
-0.0019
0.0080
0.0814
-0.3193
0.2371
3.6145
-1.0384

Health ETFs
0.0023
0.0041
0.0457
-0.1516
0.1063
0.7702
-0.4450

Real Estate ETFs
0.0022
0.0067
0.0695
-0.3021
0.2812
5.3336
-0.8389

This table contains the descriptive statistics for the returns on the five groups of ETFs.
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Technology ETFs
0.0027
0.0062
0.0868
-0.2624
0.2314
0.7026
-0.2534

Utilities ETFs
0.0026
0.0114
0.0450
-0.1393
0.1027
1.0517
-0.8980
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The summ
mary statistics of
o the returns ffor the five grooups of ETFs aare provided inn Table 1. Thee average returrn for
ETFs withh a focus on thhe financial inddustry is the loowest among tthe five groupss with monthlyy average retu
urn of
-0.19% annd a standard deviation
d
of 8.44%. In contrastt, the average return for ETF
Fs with a focuss on the techno
ology
industry iss the highest among
a
the fivee groups. Its m
monthly averagge return is 0.227% with a staandard deviatio
on of
8.68%. Thhe low averagee return for finnance ETFs is likely due to how hard the financial induustry was hit du
uring
the 2008 F
Financial Crisiis. However, thhe relatively hhigh return for the technologgy ETFs is likeely due to the rapid
growth thee technology inndustry experiienced after the 2000 Dot-coom Bubble. Thhe average retuurn for ETFs with
w a
focus on tthe health induustry, real estaate industry, annd utility induustry are 0.22%
%, 0.23%, andd 0.26% per month,
respectivelly. Figure 1 pllots the averagge returns for the five groupps of ETFs. W
We also overlayy these returns with
historical N
NBER recessioon dates.

Figure 1.. Returns of ET
TFs
This figure ccontains time seriies plots of monthhly average returnns for ETFs withh focus in financiaal industry, healthh industry, Real Estate,
E
Technology, and Utilities. Shaadows are NBER rrecessions.

Table 2 aanalyses the correlations
c
off the returns ffor the five ggroups of ETF
Fs. Among thhe five groups the
correlationn between ETF
Fs with a focuss on the financcial industry annd ETFs with a focus on the real estate industry
is the highhest – 0.80. Thhe higher correelation is largeely consistent with what we see for the 20007-2008 Fina
ancial
Crisis. Duuring that time period the hoousing market and the finanncial industry ggo through deecline and collapse.
The housiing bubble in the U.S. bursst in 2007 cauusing the valuee of securitiess backed by reeal estate asse
ets to
plummet, thus resulting in heavy dam
mage to financiial institutions.. In contrast, E
ETFs with a foocus on techno
ology
and ETFs with a focus on
o utilities havee the least corrrelation with each other – 0.443.
Table 2. C
Correlation Mattrix
Finance ET
TFs
Health ETF
Fs
Real Estatee ETFs
Technologyy ETFs
Utilities ET
TFs

Fin
nance ETFs
1.00000

Health ETFs
0.6668
1.0000

Real Estate E
ETFs
0.7972
0.5559
1.0000

This table lissts the correlation matrix of the five groups of ETFs.
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Tech
hnology ETFs
0.61229
0.7160
0.4602
1.0000

Utilities ETF
Fs
0.5620
0.5815
0.5278
0.4346
1.0000
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We then model the excess return of ETFs using the following lagged variables: one-month T-bill rate, the default
risk premium, the change in the money supply, the change in the growth rate of industrial production, as well as
the dividend yield. The one-month T-bill rate is a variable commonly used to predict stock market returns as
discussed in previous literature. The default risk premium is the difference of two corporate bonds yields:
Moody’s Baa and Aaa. Past literature shows that the default spread is a strong indicator in the forecasting of
business cycles. Fama and French (1989) also use the default spread as an important conditional variable to
predict stock returns. We capture changes in aggregate liquidity by using the change in the money supply, which
is calculated as the twelve-month log difference in the money stock. This variable can also capture shocks from
monetary policy that impact underlying macroeconomy. Our fourth variable is the change in industrial
production growth rate, which is calculated as the twelve-month log difference of the Industrial Production index.
Last, the dividend yield is calculated as the dividends on the CRSP (Note 5) value-weighted market portfolio
from the past twelve-months divided by the price of the stock at the end of the month. This variable is also
standard in past literature because it reflects mean reversion in expected returns. The economic intuition is that a
large dividend yield implies that a higher rate is used to discount dividends. The data for the five variables is
obtained through the Federal Reserve, except for dividend yield which is calculated from CRSP data.
5. Model Specification and Empirical Results
In this section, we first provide specification in extension to a general econometric framework. Then we provide
empirical analysis of this specified model.
5.1 Model Specification
For each group of ETFs, denoted by i , we estimate model below:

rti  0,St  1, St TBt 1   2, St DEFt 1  3, St M t  2   4,St IPt 1   5,St DIVt 1   ti

 ti ~ N  0,  i2,S  , St  1, 2

11

t

i

where rt is equally weighted excess return (monthly) for the i th group of ETFs, TB, DEF, ΔM, ΔIP, and
DIV which denote the one-month T-bill rate, the default risk premium, the changes in the money supply, the
change in the industrial production growth rate, as well as the dividend yield, respectively. Following
Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2000) and Gulen et el (2011) framework, , we choose a lag of one month for
the change in industrial production growth rate, the dividend yield , the one-month T-bill rate, and the default
spread, but a lag of two months for the growth in money supply. The two month lag allows for the publication
delay of the money supply data.
We allow the state dependence for the conditional variance, σ2St . To model investors’ conditional beliefs, we
follow Gray (1996) and Gulen, Xing and Zheng (2011) and incorporate the regime-switching probabilities as a
linear function of one-month T-bill rate. In this manner, we are able to extract the information currently known
to the public regarding conditions of macroeconomy in the future. To be specific, these probabilities are denoted
as:
pti  P  Sti  1| Sti1  1, Yt 1     0i  1iTBt 1  ;

12 

1  pti  P  Sti  2 | Sti1  1 ;

13

qti  P  Sti  2 | Sti1  2, Yt 1     0i  2i TBt 1  ;

14 

1  qti  P  Sti  2 | Sti1  2  ;

15

in which Sti indicates the state for i th fund and  denotes the cumulative density function of a standard
normal variable. This specification is similar to Gray (1996). We extract investors’ information on
regime-switching probabilities parsimoniously by using risk free rate. The model is estimated using maximum
likelihood estimation.
5.2 Empirical Results
Table 3 suggests that high conditional volatilities often occur in state 1 and low conditional volatilities often
occur in state 2. Therefore, state 1 is identified as the high volatility regime/state and state 2 is identified as the
19
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low volatility regime/state. For the five groups of ETFs the differences in volatilities across states 1 and 2 are
similar in magnitude.
Table 3. Regime-Switching Regressions of Macro Variables
Finance ETFs

Intercept, St=1
Intercept, St=2
TB, St=1
TB, St=2
DEF, St=1

DEF, St=2

Health ETFs

Real Estate ETFs

Technology ETFs

Utility ETFS

0.13***

(0.03)

0.006

(0.01)

0.09

(0.47)

-0.06

(0.09)

0.04

(0.03)

-0.10***

(0.01)

-0.17***

(0.00)

0.03***

(0.01)

-0.08

(0.05)

0.02***

(0.00)

-26.21***

(8.78)

-18.38***

(3.10)

-20.55

(4.42)

-16.37

(7.42)

-11.39**

(4.76)

(2.47)

***

(1.39)

-4.64

(3.13)

-4.01

(4.22)

-1.41

-1.63

-11.17

9.68***

(1.50)

4.67***

(0.43)

3.82**

(1.58)

8.3***

(0.45)

ΔM, St=1
ΔM, St=2

-0.02

(0.15)

0.10

0.11

(0.08)

ΔIP, St=1
ΔIP,St=2

-5.93*

DIV, St=1
DIV, St=2

**

8.19***
-2.42
***

8.010*

(4.79)

4.19***

(0.56)

(1.97)

2.66*

(2.82)

1.19***

(1.05)

(0.05)

7.89

-1.69***

(0.23)

0.18**

(2.61)

-2.32*

(1.20)

-6.81

1.13

(1.52)

-1.16

(1.28)

0.29

-0.22

(1.15)

2.87***

(0.32)

-11.44

(14.64)

(0.51)

9.23***

(0.22)

0.60

(0.78)

4.21***

(1.23)

(8.61)
(0.53)

-0.07

(0.38)

-0.03

(0.10)

(0.09)

-0.15**

(0.16)

-0.03

(0.04)

(9.89)

0.76

(4.46)

-0.86

(1.72)

(1.62)

-2.20

(2.47)

0.93

(1.14)

9.52***

(1.43)

0.80***

(1.27)

4.43***

(3.33)

-0.04

(0.43)

Trans. Prob. Parameters

Constant

0.70**

(0.35)

2.05***

(0.38)

1.56***

(0.43)

1.37**

(0.56)

0.50

(0.43)

TB, St=1

3.40

(2.57)

1.63

(4.07)

0.13

(0.40)

4.40

(3.73)

0.24

(1.57)

TB, St=2

2.91**

(1.37)

-0.32

(1.26)

5.44

(4.74)

1.93

(2.14)

0.83

(1.42)

0.09***

(0.01)

0.05***

(0.01)

0.08***

(0.02)

0.11***

(0.01)

0.05

(0.01)

(0.00)

***

(0.00)

***

(0.00)

0.05***

(0.01)

0.02

(0.00)

Stand. Dev.

σ, St=1

σ, St=1

0.03

Log-Likelihood

177.04

***

0.03

213.44

0.05

182.77

148.14

219.88

This table reports the estimation results for equation (11)-(15) with *, **, *** denoting the 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels.

Figure 2 shows conditional transition probabilities of the five groups of ETFs to be in state 1 (high volatility) at t
based on the set of information at time
1,
1|Ω ;
, respectively. We also overlay these
probabilities together with NBER business cycles. These probabilities are determined by the lagged values of
conditioning information; therefore, they are reflections of investors’ belief on the conditional likelihood of
being in the high volatility state in the following period. In particular we see that during the 2000 Dot-com
Bubble, ETFs with a focus on the technology industry stay in state 1 (high volatility) for a relatively long time.
Also, for the 2008 Financial Crisis, ETFs with a focus on the financial industry suffer a big loss and persistently
remain in state 1 (high volatility) until the end of sample period. From these evidences we can also identify the
high volatility state as recession and the low volatility state as expansion.
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Figgure 2. Regime Transition Probabilities
This figure shows regime –switching probabiilities for each grroup of ETFs. Thhe ex-ante probabbilities are denotted is solid lines while
NBER recessions.
smoothed proobabilities are dennoted by dotted onne. Shadows are N

Table 3 suuggests that foor the five grooups of ETFs the coefficiennts of the T-bill rate are alll negative for state
1(high vollatility). In parrticular, T-billl rate coefficieents for ETFs with a focus oon the financial industry and the
health inddustry have a statistical signnificance of 1%, while the coefficients ffor utility ETF
Fs has a statisstical
significancce of 5%. In state
s
2 (low voolatility) the T
T-bill rate coeffficients remaiin negative forr all five group
ps of
ETFs, but much smallerr in magnitudee. This suggestts that in state 1 (high volatiility), the shoccks of interest rates
have largeer impact on thhe performancee of ETFs; how
wever, in state 2 (low volatillity) the perforrmance of ETF
Fs are
not heavilyy impacted byy these shocks.. There are alsso systematic vvariations in thhe coefficientss of the defaultt risk
premium. In state 1(higgh volatility), tthe five groupps of ETFs alll have positivee coefficients on the defaultt risk
premium aat the 1% siggnificance leveel, except techhnology ETFss which are ppositive at the 10% level. These
T
coefficientts in our low volatility statee are much sm
maller in magnnitude. This inndicates that thhe performances of
ETFs are m
more affected by
b the default risk premium during volatile times. In parrticular, we seee this effect is most
pronounceed for the grouup of ETFs witth a focus on tthe financial inndustry, but leess so for the uutilities group. The
coefficientt for finance ETFs
E
in state 1 is 9.68 with a standard deviaation of 1.50 aand the coefficient of utility ETFs
E
is 4.18 witth a standard deviation
d
of 0.556.
The coeffiicients for the change in mooney supply arre only significcant in state 1 for real estatee and health ETFs.
E
The positivve sign of thesse coefficients suggests that better expecteed performancee of ETFs focuusing on real estate
e
is associatted with higherr growth in thee money supplly. This makess sense since thhe Federal Resserve is more likely
21
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to increase money supply in bad economic conditions. The predictive power for the changes in the growth of
industrial production, however, is limited under our specification. Lastly, the coefficient on the dividend yield is
significant for ETFs with a focus in the health and technology industries in both the high and low volatility states.
In addition they are positive and significant for finance ETFs in the low volatility state and positive and
significant for utility ETFs in the high volatility state.
Our results so far indicate that the predictive power of these macro variables depends both on the underlying
volatility state and the focus of the ETF. Moreover, ETFs have asymmetric risk exposure across expansion and
recession states. However, these results do not prove that the asymmetries are significant statistically. Therefore,
a series of statistical tests are performed regarding the existence of the two states in the conditional mean and
variance for each group of ETFs. When testing for asymmetry of the coefficients across the two states, one has to
take consideration that regime-switching probabilities may not be well identified in the standard likelihood ratio
test, as Hansen (1992) discusses. Therefore, the regression coefficients from the Markov regime-switching
model are restricted by setting the coefficients equal to one another across the two states. The test statistic from
this specification is a standard chi-squared distribution. Specifically, the following null hypotheses are tested: the
regression coefficients for the T-bill rate, default risk premium, change in the money stock, growth of industrial
production, as well as dividend yield are the same in magnitude across the two states for each group of ETFs.
More formally,  ki , S 1   ki , S  2 , for k  1,...,5 . Table 4 reports the results of the tests. The differences are
t
t
statistically significant for ETFs with a focus on the financial industry, health industry and utilities industry,
indicating that we reject the null hypothesis for these ETFs.
Table 4. Likelihood Ratio Test

Unrestricted Log-likelihood
Restricted Log-likelihood
with

ki S 1  ki S 2 , for k  1,...,5
p-value

Finance
ETFs
177.04

Health
ETFs
213.44

Real Estate
ETFs
182.77

Technology
ETFs
148.14

Utilities
ETFs
219.88

166.96

207.50

178.70

143.96

215.22

0.00

0.04

0.15

0.14

0.09

We conduct the likelihood ratio test for each group of ETFs. The null hypothesis is that regression coefficients are equal across regimes

6. Conclusion
This paper investigates the link between exchange-traded funds and the macro economy. Using a nonlinear
approach, we find that the T-bill rate, default risk premium, change in the money supply, growth of industrial
production, and dividend yield have predictive power for the return on exchange-traded funds. Moreover, the
predictive power of these macro variables depends both on the underlying volatility state and the focus of the
ETF. Additionally, our evidence suggests that ETFs have asymmetric risk exposure across expansion and
recession states. The framework we use is flexible enough to be applied to the study of a variety of topics within
financial economics. By incorporating regime-switching one may examine the time-varying nature of financial
markets, making this a beneficial tool for empirical studies.
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Notes
Note 1. Gulen, Xing and Zhang (2011) study time variations of the expected value premium using a two-state
Markov-switching model. They find that when conditional volatilities are high the expected excess returns of
value stocks are more sensitive to aggregate economic conditions than the expected excess returns of growth
stocks. As a result, the expected value premium is time varying, with the value premium tending to spike upward
in the high volatility state only to decline more gradually in subsequent periods.
Note 2. Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2000) adopt a flexible two-state regime-switching model to analyze the
presence of asymmetries in the variation of small and large firm risk over the economic cycle. Their model
shows that small firms display the highest degree of asymmetry in their risk across recession and expansion
states. This translates into a higher sensitivity of these firms' expected stock returns with respect to variables that
measure credit market conditions.
Note 3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Note 4. A complete list of the ETFs that are included in our sample is available upon request.
Note 5. The Center for Research in Security Prices
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